
DOGS IN THE VINEYARD TOWN 
 

 PLAYER NAME        DOG’S NAME             WHAT EXCITES THEM                                                                                              . 

 PLAYER NAME        DOG’S NAME             WHAT EXCITES THEM                                                                                              . 

 PLAYER NAME        DOG’S NAME             WHAT EXCITES THEM                                                                                              . 

 

In  TOWN NAME                    SOMEONE                              thinks  PRIDE                                                                                    .  

 SOMEONE’S                            pride leads them to  INJUSTICE                                                                                                     .  

 SOMEONE                               benefits  BECAUSE                                                                                                                         . 

 SOMEONE                               is worse off  BECAUSE                                                                                                                   . 

 ADVANTAGED PERSON          SINS                                                                                                                                              .  

 DISADVANTAGED PERSON    SINS                                                                                                   for understandable reasons. 

 SOMEONE ELSE                     witnesses  SIN                                                                                                                                . 

Sin draws the demons who  ATTACK THE TOWN                                                                                                                           .  

 SOMEONE                               believes  FALSE DOCTRINE                                                                                justifies their sin.  

The town splits into sides,  SIDE ONE                                                           and  SIDE TWO                                                         . 

 FALSE DOCTRINE                                         as it spreads  BY                                                                                                      . 

A cult led by  SOMEONE                              forms around the  FALSE DOCTRINE                                                                        . 

 PEOPLE                                                                                                                                                                         join the cult. 

 SOMEONE                              is having second thoughts about  SOMETHING                                                                             . 

The cult commands the demons to  DEMON SERVICE                                                                                                                    . 

 SOMEONE                              kills  SOMEONE                              by  BY                                                                                      . 

Unresolved, this murder leads to  MORE SIN                                                                                                                                   . 

If the Dogs don’t act soon  TIME PRESSURE                                                                                                                                   . 

 SOMEONE          ROLE            WANTS               JUSTIFIES WANT   QUIRKS             HUMANIZE       WANTS DOGS TO      . 

 SOMEONE          ROLE            WANTS               JUSTIFIES WANT   QUIRKS             HUMANIZE       WANTS DOGS TO      . 

 SOMEONE          ROLE            WANTS               JUSTIFIES WANT   QUIRKS             HUMANIZE       WANTS DOGS TO      . 

 SOMEONE          ROLE            WANTS               JUSTIFIES WANT   QUIRKS             HUMANIZE       WANTS DOGS TO      . 

 SOMEONE          ROLE            WANTS               JUSTIFIES WANT   QUIRKS             HUMANIZE       WANTS DOGS TO      . 

 SOMEONE          ROLE            WANTS               JUSTIFIES WANT   QUIRKS             HUMANIZE       WANTS DOGS TO      . 

 SOMEONE          ROLE            WANTS               JUSTIFIES WANT   QUIRKS             HUMANIZE       WANTS DOGS TO      . 

 SOMEONE          ROLE            WANTS               JUSTIFIES WANT   QUIRKS             HUMANIZE       WANTS DOGS TO      . 

 SOMEONE         asks the Dogs to come to the town  TO                                                                                                                . 

When the Dogs first arrive  SOMETHING                                                                                                                                          . 

 
 
THEMES: abuse of power, abuse of rights, adultery, blasphemy, broken communities, broken families, cannibalism, classism, corruption of body, corruption of mind, corruption of spirit, 
crisis of faith, cultism, death and sorrow, demons, depression, disease, drink and gluttony, drug abuse, famine, gender roles, gentrification, greed, guilt, inbreeding, inequality, injustice, 
jealousy, judgment and punishment, lies/gossip, loneliness, lust, murder, pain, paganism, plague, polygamy, pride, racism, secrets, sexism, sexual abuse, sexual perversion, sin, 
slavery, suicide, temptation, terrorism, unethical businesses, violence, war, wrath 
 

ROLES: king of life, steward, father, mother, son, daughter, brother, sister, lover, ancients, dogs, dog in training, mountain people, territorial authority, farmer, blacksmith, barrel-maker, 
shoemaker, miller, carpenter, midwife, potter, baker, doctor, lawyer, teacher, shop owner 
 

PRIDE: you know better than others, you deserve what others have or more than others, you don’t have to earn what you want, you’re above the rules, you’re 
role/responsibilities/promises are not important, others should be prideful like you, someone should be denied access to their role, power should be yours without responsibility, sex 
should be yours without love, those in need don’t deserve your help, it is your right to exploit others 
 

SIN: violence without just cause, sex with someone you aren’t married to, lying, cheating, stealing, profiting from another’s misfortune, breaking up the community, blasphemy, 
paganism, turning to demons for favors, dress immodestly, smoke tobacco, drink liquor, use vulgar language, neglect duties.  


